Pre-2021 Colorado, 33” Front Spat Trim Template RH

AEV30359AA
1” Square for Scale

Align template to existing hole

Continue cut along this angle once aligned

Align Tab Edge 1 against Tab Edge 2

Tape overlap to Spat

Trim Spat along this line

This face points towards tire

Bend

Tape end to Spat

Drill new 5/16” Hole for Plastic Fastener

Tape end to Spat

Trim Spat along this line

Trim Spat along this line

Trim Spat along this line

Drill hole (w/ centerpunch alignment)

Alignment hole

Instruction locator

Cut paper template

KEY:
Primary make/model paper cutline & template alignment line
Sheetmetal trim line
Fold line/ inside template alignment line

Template location on vehicle: